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ABSTRACT
CrhicaKty and Thermal Analyses of Separated Actinides in Transmutation
by
Elizabeth Bakker
Dr. V^Uiam Culbretb, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Mechanical Engineering 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Curium and americium pose special problems in the chemical preparation of q>ent 
nuclear fuel & r transmutatiotL Once separated 6om the other minor actinides, the 
isotopes can lead to nuclear Gssion with the subsequent release of a large amount of 
radiation A neutron criticality code was used to determine the elective neutron 
multiplication Actor for varying quantities o f curium and americium oxide held within 
spherical or cylindrical containers. These geometries were investigated both in air and in 
water. Recommendations are made on the maximum amount of curium and americium 
oxide that can be safely stored or handled beAre encountering nuclear criticality.
Several isotopes o f curium and americium also generate a signiGcant amount ofheat 
by radioactive decay. I f  kilogram quantities are stored in a container, A r exangile, the 
material may heat to an equilibrium ten^rature that exceeds its melting tengierature. 
The k a t generation o f curium and americium present even more restriction on the mass 
of that can saAly be contained in one location. Heat generation was analyzed to 
determine safe quantities A r handling and sArage.
ui
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NOMENCLATURE
Symbol Descr%)tion
A Area of cylinder
B Buckling
Bi BAt number
Cp Specific heat
f Thermal utihzatAn Actor
g "' Radioactive decay heat
Gr Grashof number
h Heat transfer coefBcient
k Thermal conductivity
keg Elective multiplicat An Actor
k . InGnite mult^licat An Actor
L Thermal difhisAn length
m Mass of material
Nu Nussek number
P Resonance escape probability
PuL Non-leakage probability
r Extrapolated radius
R Radius of geometry
Ra Rayleigh number
T Tenq)erature
Ti/z HalfliA
V Volume
o MicroscopA cross sectAn
z MacroscopA cross section
n ReproductAn Actor
G Fast Gssion Actor
k Decay constant
V KinematA viscosity
a AbsorptAn subscript
f FissAn subscript
NL Non-leakage subscript
s Scattering subscript
tr Transport subscript
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear power was bom on December 2,1942 when Enrico Fermi and his groiq* of 
scientists were able A  successfully sustain a nuclear GssAn reaction (21). Following the 
discovery o f Gssion, nuclear power rapidly became a signiGcant source of energy. 
Nuclear power has many uses in medical Geld and in weapons Abrication, but it is most 
widely used to generate electricity inside a nuclear reacAr.
Uses ofNuclear Power 
Energy in the Arm o f electricity is created in a nuclear reactor. Enriched uranium 
undergoes Gssion inside the core of the reacAr. Control rods are used A  manage the heat 
created Gom the Gssion reaction. The heat warms up water, (zeates steam, and rotates a 
turbine attached A  a generaAr. Thus, electricity is created in a Ashion very similar to a 
typical coal or oil powered plant. Nuclear energy creates a toxic, radAacGve Arm of 
waste, but a nuclear power plant does not intentionally release this harmful wasA into the 
environment. Nuclear power plants are the only energy creating sources that contam one 
hundred percent o f the waste they create. One uranium pellet, approximaAly the 
diameter of a dinK and one inch Ang, generates heat that is equal to 17,000 cubA Aet of 
natural gas, 1,780 pounds of coal, or 149 galAns o f oil (2).
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Nuclear power is also used m the Geld of medicine A  take x-rays as in CAT scans 
through injection o f radioactive salts. It is used to treat cancer in chemotherapy and A  
sterilize medical instruments. It is also used in radioactive dating A  determine the age of 
remains and even some Aod applicatAns where uncooked meat and other Aod 
susceptible to bacteria are virtually sanitized beAre shipment through radioactive 
eqx)sure. These machines use their radioactive Ael in the same manner an electronic 
device uses a battery. When the Giel is used up, it must be disposed of properly.
Nuclear power is also used A  create weapons. A nuclear Gssion reaction occurs 
inside the core of bomb and generates an enormous amount o f energy. Once nuclear 
Gssion was realized, the U.S. opened many reacAr sites m order to create enough 
weapons-grade plutonium Giel to meet the demand Ar a substantial U.S. arsenal. 
Currently, the U.S. is estimated A  have ap^noximaAly 10,656 nuclear weapons m its 
arsenal (3). A  GacGon o f these we^wns are awaiting dismantlement and the radioacGve 
material inside must be properly handled. There must also be a certain amount of 
weapons-grade Ael accessible should the need to creaA more weapons arise.
Nuclear Fuel and Waste 
The creaGon o f energy must be Aeled by some source. Nuclear power is Gieled by 
large, unstable nuclei that readily undergo Gssion. First, a Ael such as naturally 
occurring uranium is obtained and enriched m an easily Gssionable isoApe. Next, 
the is oqwsed A  neutrons m an attengrt A  capture a neutroiL This causes the 
aAm A break *q)art throwing oĜ  more neutrons wAch m turn strike other ^^U aAms Aus 
creating a nuclear Gssion chain reaction and an enormous amount o f energy.
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Similar to the exhaust Ames of a car which are unArtunately damaging to the 
atmoq)here, nuclear power creates harmAl waste. As the Ael bums, actinides, Gssion 
products, and other elements are leA as by-products o f tl^  reaction. Several o f the 
materials that make iq) spent nuclear waste, such as plutonium, curium, americium, and 
neptunium, are not naturally occurring substances. These actinides are created as a result 
of neutron capture in a reactor. They can continue A  emit radiation A r thousands of 
years, or more. The Gssion products are created as a result of GssAn o f actinides such as 
uranium and plutonium. Most o f this spent radioacGve waste is very harmGil to the 
environnant and a person's health, and can continue A  be harmGil A r thousands of years 
due A  radioactive decay. A suitable handling, storage, and disposal procedure must be 
devised.
GeoAgical Storage
The Department o f Energy (DOE) is considering many diGerent options A r the 
handling of spent nuclear AeL The most widely studied is geoAgical sArage and 
disposal Once the spent Giel is removed Gom the reacAr it is placed m a container, 
usually cylindrical in geometiy. The container is then shielded enough A  block harmAl 
radiation. It is then placed in a temporary repository speciGcally designed A  house high 
level radioactive waste (HLW) vAere it awaits reprocessing or disposal. These 
repositories are large, swimming pool-like tanks usually located at the nuclear power 
plant. HLW repositories are currenGy Glling up and the U.S. must meet the task of 
designing a permanent repository large enough A  dispose of the estimated 77,000 Ans of 
accumulating waste. Currently, 56 millAn galAns o f radAacGve wasA are being stored
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at the HanArd Site m WashingAn. These wastes are contamed within 177 underground 
tanks, 68 o f which are leaking. 2,300 Ans of spent nuclear Ael are sitting, and m some 
cases, leakii^, a Aw hundred Aet away Gom Ae Columbia River (4). This area must be 
cleaned up to prevent radioactive isotopes Gom entering the local groundwater. Some of 
the more harmAl actinides can be separated out and reused m the reactor or properly 
sAred and disposed o ( but a simulation o f this scenario has never been mvestigated. 
Yucca Mountain, 100 miles north o f Las Vegas, is the most likely area to house 
radioactive waste, but it is 10 years behind schedule and still not approved by the DOE 
because it is Acing enormous amounts of political and social issues that may arise with 
the handling and storage o f nuclear wasA.
TransmutatAn
Growing concerns about limited geological storage space and possible releases of 
wasA A the environment have instigated a massive efArt A  devise new techniques Ar 
dealing with HLW. One o f these new techniques is transmutation. Through nuclear 
reactions long-lived radAnuclides can be converted inA other, short-lived, kss harmful 
radAnuclides. First, a spallation target is bombarded by a proAn beam and Ast neutrons 
are ejected Gom the nucleus. These Ast neutrons interact with the long-lived nuclei and 
cause GssAn vAich converts the HLW inA low-Avel wasA (LLW ). This conversion 
would ease the burden o f geological sArage by reducing the radioactivity o f the materials 
as well as the amount o f time a certain material would need to be stored. HLW that does 
not undergo transmutation would need A  be sAred A r tens o f thousands of years. HLW
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fbrnt has undergone transmutaGon would only need to be stored on the order of hundreds 
of years.
Overview o f Study
The objective o f this thesis is to devise a suitable storage plan A r several mixtures of 
the actinides Aund m spent nuclear Ael, speciGcally curium and americium oxide, by 
analyzing their criticality and heat traosAr properGes. The amount o f maArial that can be 
saAly stored m a container while the material awaits transmutation w ill be determined 
based on the resultant analyses. This inArmaGon w ill be based on the characteristics of 
the Ael including its iiuGal ennchment, Giel bumup, and decay time which w ill be 
described m greater detail in Chapter 3. These three Actors can be varied m order A  
mvesGgate various scenarios of spent Ael storage. Once the conponents of the 
characteristic Ael are determined, criticality tendencies w ill be analyzed by modeling that 
speciGc Ael m various geometries and calculating the efkctive neutron multiplication 
Actor (kc^ A r that conGguraGon. The k«g value determines whether or not the q*ent Aiel 
can sustain a nuclear Gssion chain reaction. I f  kggis less than 1, the reaction is subcriGcal 
and w ill not undergo Gssion. I f  keg is equal to or greater than one, the Aiel is critical or 
supercritical and poses a harmGil situation. I f  a criticality accident occurred outside the 
careGilly designed interior of a nuclear reactor, the results could be devastating. Great 
care must be takmi A  prevent this type o f accident.
Next, the heat transAr tendencies o f the spait Ael were mvestigated by using the 
radAacGve decay heat, as well as many other properGes o f the material, A  calculate the 
maximum Anperature achieved inside the sArage container. ConductAn, convection.
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and radiation beat transAr are considered. The purpose of this analysis is A  avoid 
melting o f the material, storage container, and surroundings. The completion ofthis 
analysis w ill show the maximum amount of curium or americium oxide that may be 
placed in a receptacle of certain geometiy.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW  
Not much iuArmation is available in the open literature on the storage o f curium and 
americium oxides. Previously, scientists and engineers have only devised a storage plan 
A r the separation and containment o f pluAnium and uranium because they are used in 
weapons Abrication. The remainder o f the materials get placed inside containers and 
stored in large holding tanks, usually at the reactor site. Here the Ael awaits Arther 
action such as transmutation or reprocessing, but the U.S. has no operational reprocessing 
plants. There is still a signiGcant amount o f natural uranium m mines m the U.S. and it is 
less costly to mine new uranium than it is to reprocess used uranium.
Controversy regarding spent Ael reprocessing began m the US with the Ford 
administraGon in 1974 and contmued with the Carter administraGon m 1977 when they 
decided against licensing A r the operation of a newly built US commocial reprocessing 
plant. A  1981, the Reagan administraGon reversed this policy, but interest m 
reprocessing had since diminished. The Clinton administratAn m 1993, however, 
pubGcly opposed reprocessing and moved to stop all reprocessmg research and 
deveApment, but did not reverse Reagan's policy. Most recently, A  2001, Vice 
President DAk Cheney said that "The United States should reexamme its policies to 
allow A r research, deveApment, and depAyment o f Ael conditAning methods... that 
reduce waste streams and enhance proliArat An resistance" (6).
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In the Ature, the naost efBcient plan wouM be A  separate certain materials and reuse, 
recycle, or transmute them into less harmful, short-lived isotopes. Uranium and 
plutonium can be separated, reGned, and put back into the reacAr as fuels.
Americium is a man-made element. It was produced by Glen Seaborg and a groiq) of 
scientists by neutron bombardment of plutonium (22). It is produced inside a nuclear 
reacAr by beta decay of 241Pu. It is most commonly used in smoke detecArs and is 
commercially available Gom the Oak Ridge National LaboraAry via the U.S. DOE 
IsoApe Programs website. It is packaged in units of grams in welded stainless steel 
containers meeting special Arm requirements in americium dioxide powder Arm (23).
Curium is also à man-made element typically created Gom the beta decay of^^Pu. It, 
too, is shipped in a welded stainless steel container meeting special requirements in the 
Arm o f the maximum mass o f curium oxide m milligrams (23). "Since only milligram 
amounts o f curium have ever been produced, there are currently no commercial 
applications A r it, although it might be used in radio isoApe thermoelectric generaArs in 
the future. Curium is primarily used A r basic scienGGc research (25)."
Opperman, E.K., et al, in 2001, oiGhnes requirements A r shipment and transportation 
of difkrent mixtures of spent nuclear Giel including americium and curium. This report 
states that "americium and curium w ill require a packaging with gamma and neutron 
shielding, and heat removal c^ability" (24).
A  study by Kevin Beard o f Westinghouse SaAty Management Solutions was done A  
determining the mass limits A r uranium fuels with varying enrichments. This 
analysis considers a sphere, reGected on three sides by 60 cm of concrete, and three sides 
by 30.48 cm (12 inches) o f water. It determines the k̂ g value and mass limit A r each
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enrichment vabie. The k̂ g vahies were determined through MCNP 4a, a precursor to 
SCALE4.4a, the coirputer program used in this thesis. The results are shown in the table 
below (5).
Table 2 .1 Mass, kem and Uncertainty Values A r Varying Enrichments
Enrichment mass kgg uncertainty
(%) (kg)
0.714 91 0.947 0.00108
0.9 13 0.944 0.00152
1 8JZ 0.944 0.00144
1.2 4.7 0.943 0.00175
1.6 2.7 0.942 0.00181
5 1.08 0.944 0.00241
10 0.82 0.937 0.00228
15 0.79 0.944 0.00224
The results m Table 2.1 show the critical mass limits A r difkrent levels o f enriched 
uranium. It is similar A  the analysis perArmed m this mvestigatAn because it lists the 
keg and uncertainty values as well as the correqwiAing mass.
There are many speciGcatAns outlined m the DOE Standard-STD-3013 94 "Criteria 
A r SaA Storage o f Plutonium Metals and Oxides." In an article by Warren T. Wood of 
Los Alamos NatAnal LaboraAry, he discusses these speciGcatAns. He states that the 
mass o f plutonium metal should not exceed 4.4 kg Aran arrangement of two nested 
hermetically sealed corrosAn resistant containers. Also, the mass of pluAnium oxide 
should not exceed 5.0 kg A r the same arrangement (15). This thesis w ill make similar 
recommendations on the maximum amount o f curium and americium oxAe that should 
be sAred m a container of certain geometry.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A study done in 1998 by H. Tofkr, et al, described the re-analysis o f the Criticality 
Accident Alarm System detector coverage at the Rocky Flats Environmental Technology 
Site. This study also uses MCNP conqiuter codes (13).
Kim Hammer, in 1998, used MCNP4A to determine k«g A r diSerent conGgurat Ans 
of containers holding varying amounts o f^ T h i ConGguratAns accounted A r varying 
Actors including operaAr stacking and qxicing o f containers, distrikitAn o f waste withm 
the container, and exceeding Gssile mvenAry limits (14).
IntematAnal Study
A study done m 1998 by Wang Wei Shan o f the Bejing Institute ofNuclear 
Engmeering examines nuclear criticality o f a plutonium mixture by using KENO-IV, a 
precursor A  SCALE4.4a. The k«g and uncertainty values were extracted Gom the output 
Gle and presented m tabular Arm with correspoiAing mass limits (18).
In 2000, Arturas Smaizys o f the Lithuanian Energy Institute perArmed a criticality 
analysis on two difkrent types of casks Gdl o f spent nuclear Giel. He maintained that the 
keg value must remam beAw 0.95. The calculatAns were perArmed using SCALE4.3 
(16).
In 2000, Davor GrgA did a heat transAr analysis on a spent Giel pool using the 
conqiuAr code, GOTHIC A  determine saA levels ofheat (17).
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CHAPTERS
THEORY
The criticality and beat transAr analyses o f difArent materials and container 
geometries is complex and requires extensive calculations and background 
understanding. The theory behind these analyses is described bekw in detail.
WasA Stream
When the nuclear Ael inside a reacAr k  "burned up", it is removed and stored A r at 
least ten years until radiation and heat generation rates signiGcantly decrease. Then, it 
can be either reprocessed A  recover the remaining fissile material, or disposed o f 
Throughout the past decade an extensive study has been m progress A  determine whether 
or not it is more beneGcial A  remove some o f the highly radioacGve and heat producing 
materials and sAre them separaAly. This would simplify the storage o f less radioactive 
materials. Using transmutaGon, the fuel is mechanically and chemically processed A  
remove uranium A r placement m a Aw kvel radAacGve waste site. The UREX or 
Uranium ExtracGon Process was deveAped A  remove t k  uranium Gom spent nuclear 
fuel, thereby removing the transuranics and GssAn products vAich are further processed. 
Eventually, the plutonium and neptunium are removed and isolated A  be further burned 
up m commercial reacArs as a MOX or mixed-oxide AeL Then cesium and strontium 
are removed, and Gnally, amencium and curium are separated through a diGerent
11
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transmutation process through e)qx)sure to 6st neutrons. The use o f 6st reactors or 
proton-acce Wator generated neutrons is needed to transmute americium and curium to 
sa&r substances. Figure 3.1 is a basic representation of a waste stream. The extraction 
processes that have been developed do ixrt extract materials in their metallic state. It is 
much more likely that they w ill be extracted in the form of oxides, chlorides, or 
carbonates. This study there&re, w ill focus almost entirely on the storage possibilities 
for curium oxide (CnbOg) and americium oxide (An^O]).
Am, Cm 
Oxides 
(-3.5 t/y)
Spent
Fuel
Cladding 
IWl Cleanup
UREX Solvent Extraction Process
MA
Extraction
Pu/Np
Extraction
Storage
Acid solution of actinides and 
Gssion products
Figure 3.1 Waste Stream
Once the materials are separated by renrocessing certain materials can be put back 
into the reactor as hiel and other long hved radioactive waste can be transmuted into less
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harmful materials. The waste inventory is reduced by transmutation and Enally disposed 
of in a geological repository.
Criticality and Heat Trans&r Problems 
Once curium and americium oxide are separated 6om spent fuel, they present a 
signiGcant storage issue. The combination o f high radioactivity and high heat generation 
make it difGcult to store large quantities o f these materials. Several o f these isotopes are 
Gssionable and the accumulation of a critical mass could cause the material to undergo 
Gssion. Uncontrolled Gssion results in the production o f dangerous gamma rays, 
neutrons, and radioactive Gssion products. They also generate a large amount of decay 
heat. One gram o f curium oxide generates 2.4 watts ofheat. With a certain mass of 
CnbO; or An^Os it is possible to reach the melting tenq)erature of the oxide and produce 
very high temperatures within its container. In order to develop a suitable storage plan, 
the criticality and the heat transfer properties must be investigated.
Criticalitv
Fission
Fission occurs when a heavy nucleus absorbs a neutron, breaks apart into two 
Gagments, and releases several fast neutrons. Neutrons entering a material w ill be 
scattered, captured with the resulting emission o f a gamma ray, or captured with the 
nucleus subsequently undergoing Gssion. The probability o f such an interaction 
occurring is mqiressed in terms o f the microscopic cross section, o. The microscopic 
cross section, expressed in target area per nucleus, varies with incident neutron energy.
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isotope, and type of interaction (scattering, absorption, Gssion, etc.). The macroscopic 
cross section, Z, is cross section per unit volume for a speciGc material Thus, it is the 
microscopic cross section multiplied by the number of target nuclei per unit volume.
Cross section values can be calculated by hand or entered as cross section libraries A r 
conqiuter codes.
When one Gssion reaction causes at least one more Gssion reaction, it is termed a 
chain reaction. There are three major occurrences Gom a Gssion chain reacGon. First, 
energy is released in the Arm ofheat and is used A  create electricity. Radiation and 
neutrons are also emitted. I f  a Gssion reaction is maintained at a constant rate per unit 
time, then it is said A  be critical (keg= 1). A subcritical reaction (k«g< 1) is one in which 
the GssAn reacGon raA is decreasing, and if  the rate o f GssAning is increasing, the 
reacAr is said A  be siq)ercritical (k*g> 1).
Actinide FissAn Properties
A material having a high GssAn cross secGon, such as certain isoApes of curium and 
americium, means it is more likely A  sustain a nuclear GssAn reacGon. The GssAn cross 
secGons of curium and amencium by isoApe, measured m bams (b) per nuckus where 
1 b = 10'̂  cm ,̂ can be seen m Table 3.1.
^̂ Ĉm has the highest GssAn cross sectAn A r all curium isoApes and w ill prove A  
have the greatest efkct on the critical mass o f a mixture o f curium. The Gssion cross 
sectAn o f^^A m  is also very high and w ill prove A  have a signiGcant impact on the 
GssAnability o f a mass o f amencium even though the isoApe makes up only 0.34% of 
the total mass o f amencium.
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Table 3.1 Curium and Americium Fission Cross Sections by Isotope (26)
Isotope (Tf(b) Isotope Of(b)
(an242 <540 Am241 32
Cm243 617 Am242M 7000
Cka244 1.04 Am243 02
Cm245 2145
Cm246 0J4
Cm247 81.9
Cm248 037
lSk%rbn)nI)iÊGasionI5qiuiücui 
The crucial number in determining vdiether or not a material w ill e)q)erience 
criticality is kgg. The critkality results of this thesis w ill show various kgg values 6)r 
varying radii o f a container full o f curium or americium The equation 6)r calculating the 
IcdfTfalueis:
keg=k« * ?NL (3.1.1)
where k» represents the inSnite multiplication 6ctor and P^L is the non-leakage 
probability. The value ofk» is a hmction o f the material properties including absorption 
and Sssion cross sections and is given through the 6)ur factor 5)rmula:
k« =q)fq  (3.1.2)
The &st hssion factor, e, is a ratio o f the number of fast neutrons to the number of 6st 
rKyutrorKindkwcedbgrtlxanmalfissiorL The resonance escape probability, p, is the ratio of 
the number o f neutrons thermahzed to the total fzLstrKzutroiBpMnodiicecL The thermal 
uühzaüonfàck*, fjstheraüo(dTheiunnberofneuüons8b6odxxlhid%;AKdtothetokd 
number of absorptions in the system The reproduction Actor, T], is the number o f Ast 
neutrons produced per thermal neutron adbscwdbediii tiw; AeL A ll o f these variables are a 
function of the properties o f the material and can be calculated. Hand calculations tend to
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become very tedmus in solving these variables especially Ar a mixture of many difArent 
isotopes.
TThelast factmrK>edexl1k)!X)lve for k̂ aris 1Übe ncMa-leakzige paobalfUity. 1*NL reïxnsserüs 
the probability that the neutrons wül not leak out of the system, but stay in, collide, and 
cause Gssions. It is a function of the container geometry and man inSnite reactor, no 
neutrons w ill leak out of the system and P^L = 1. For a Snite reactor, P^L depends on the 
thermal difAsion length, L, and the buckling, B.
PxL= 1/(1+B^L") (3.1.3)
The thermal diffusion length, L, can be Aund by using Eq. (3.1.4):
L ^ = 1 /(3 *Z ^ Z .) (3.1.4)
is the macroscopic transport cross section and represents a sum o f each isoApe's 
value. Z , is the macroscopic absorption cross section. The buckling is Aversely 
proportional to the critical radius o f the geometry and can be Aund by using the neutron 
difAsAn equation.
dn/at = k.*Za* - (-DV^*) - Z .* (32.1)
Eq. (32.1) says that the rate o f change of neutron population density is equal to the rate 
o f productAn, less the leakage by difAsAn, less the number of neutrons absorbed m a 
unit volume per second. The solution to the neutron difAsAn equatAn above is solved 
A r a sphere because it represents the worst case scenario, or minimum critical mass. The 
surAce area A  volume ratA is minimized A r a spherical geometry and its sh^ie 
minimizes the loss o f neutrons through the surAce. For a sphere, the flux varies only m 
the radial direction:
= ( f  4>/dr̂  + ((2/r) d*/dr) (3.3.1)
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d^ /̂dr̂  + (2/r)( d^/dr) + = 0
A schematic o f the sphere scenario can be seen in Figure 3.2.
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(3.4.1)
Figure 3.2 Spherical Reactor Core
Let
Then
and
u = ^r
du/dr = ^ + r d^/dr
d^u/dr̂  = r( ( f  ̂ /dr^) + 2( d^/dr)
Divide Equation (3.5.3) by r:
(l/r)^u/dr^ = d^^dr̂  + (2/rX d^/dr) 
Substituting Eqs. (3.5.1) and (3.5.4) into Eq. (3.4.1) gives:
(I/rX dV di^) = B^(u/r) =  0
(3.5.1)
(3.5.2)
(3.5.3)
(3.5.4)
(3.6.1)
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Eq. (3.6.1) sioopliGes to:
= 0 (3.6.2)
The general equation to this second order difkrential equation is:
u = Cicos Br + C] sin Br (3.7.1)
Eq. (3.5.1) shows that:
Cicos Br + Cz sin Br = ^r (3.7.2)
Thus:
<(» = (C l cos Br)/r + (C2 sin Br)/r (3.7.3)
At the origin (r = 0) the flux must remain finite and:
lim(r—>0) cos Br/r = 1/0 = «>.
ThereAre,
C, =0.
It is also known that the flux must be 0 at the extrapolated radius:
r = To <(* = 0.
Substituting this boundary condition into Eq. (3.7.3) gives:
0 = C2 ^  Bro
Since C2  cannot be 0, sin Br<) must equal 0. The sin Br@ equals 0 when:
Bro = mr vdieren= 1,2,3, etc. (3.8.1)
In Eq. (3.8.1), rr represents the Amdamental eigenvalue and 2)1, 3a, etc. represent the 
harmonic eigenvalues. Eq. (3.8.1) shows that the extr^wlated radius (ro) occurs at:
ro = a/B (3.8.2)
and
B =  a/ro (3.8.3)
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Finally, Eq. (3.8.3) can be put back in to Eqs. (3.1.3) and (3.1.1) to solve for k«g. The 
neutron tra n s it equation can be solved similarly for a cylinder by including the 
variation in the z direction:
+ ((1/r) * a*/ ar)+ (3.9.1)
Thus the diSusion equation becomes:
a^*/ar^+ ((1/r) * a * /& )+ a^*/az^+B^*=o (3.9.2)
This equation can be solved using the method of separation o f variables.
Heat Genaation 
Source o f Heat
AH curium and americium isotopes &»und in a characteristic fuel can decay by alpha 
emission resulting in the production o f a 4 to 6 MeV helium nucleus. Most decays are 
accompanied by the emission of low energy gamma rays. The emission o f a^qiroximately 
5 MeV per decay results in the production of considerable decay heat by the various 
isotopes.
The half-life, ti/z, o f an isotope is the time required to reduce the number o f decaying 
nuclei to one half its original value. Materials with large half-lives w ill continue to emit 
harmful radiation for many years. ^̂ Ĉm, one o f the more abundant isotopes, has a half 
li&  o f 8,500 years and can continue to emit radiation and heat 6)r many years. The heat 
generation rate of curium and americium in spent nuclear fuel varies with isotopic 
abundance. The heat generation rates by isotope can be seen in Table 3.2. This 
in6rmation comes 6om RADDB, a cong)uter program that w ill be explained in more 
detail in the next chapter.
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Table 3.2 Percent Concentration and Heat Generation Rates by Isotope
Isotope % conc. W/g Isotope % conc. ^ / 8
an242 04)1% 121.90 Am241 76.41% 0.114
Cm243 1.05% 1.90 Am242M 0.34% 0.004
Cm244 90.95% 2.K4 Am243 2325% 0.006
Cm245 6.91% 0.01
Cm246 1.07% 0.01
Cm247 0.02% 0.00
The isotopic abundance of the fuel varies with such characteristics as initial fuel 
enrichment, fuel bumup, and the amount of time that the spent &el has been out of the 
reactor.
Initial Enrichment
The initial enrichment of the fuel is a ratio of enriched uranium to total
uranium in the fuel
Enrichment = (^^U)/(Uiow) (3.10.1)
Naturally occurring uranium has an enrichment of about 0.714%. Commercial reactor 
fuel is usually enriched to about 3%, and we^xms-grade fuel is enriched to 90% or above 
(site). Total curium and americium content decreases as initial enrichment is increased. 
The isotope ̂ ^Cm is responsible 6>r much of the heat generated with curium. Its haction 
increases &om 0.03% to 0.075% with increasing enrichment.
Fuel Bumup
Fuel bumup is a representation o f the amount o f energy obtained by Hssion per unit 
mass of fuel as a result o f irradiation.
Bumup = (P *T )/M  (3.11.1)
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Wiere P is the reactor thermal power, T is time o f irradiation, and M  is total hiel mass. It 
is mqxessed in units o f megawatt-days per metric ton in heavy metal (MWd/MTHM) and 
can range 6om 10,000 to 60,000 MWd/MTHM 6)r a pressurized water reactor depending 
on the amount o f Gssile uranium present in the fuel and the amount o f radiation induced 
damage to the hiel and cladding.
Decay Time
Decay time is a measure of the amount of time since the hiel was removed hom the 
reactor. When qient fuel is removed 6om the reactor it is immediately contained and 
placed in large swimming pool-like holding tanks fuH o f water. The fuel must be 
contained here for a certain amount o f time to allow initial decay to occur and heat to 
dissipate. Spent fuel radioactivity and heat generation decreases roughly as:
P /Po = A /A o = e"̂  (3.12.1)
Where t is the time elapsed and X, the decay constant, is:
X = (In 2 )/tic  (3.12.2)
As these three &ctors are varied, the isotopic abundance o f the fuel changes, thereby 
changing the heat generation rates 5)r each isotope. A summary o f how initial 
enrichment, bumup, and decay time af&ct curium concentration can be seen in Appendix
n i.
Convection and Radiation Heat Trans&r 
Decay heat generation presents signiGcant problems if  curium and americium oxide 
are to be separated Gom spent fueL The melting temperature can be exceeded if  kilogram 
quantities are stored. A  heat transfer analysis o f curium and americium containers can be
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used to determine the tenç>eratures that w ill be attained and whether melting wiU occur. 
The heat generated by decay within a container o f curium or americium w ill be lost by 
heat trans&r Gom the sur&ce o f the container. Eventually, the container w ill reach an 
equHibnum temperature where the generated heat w ill balance the heat lost Gom the 
container sur6ce. The "worst case" container is a sphere. For a sphere, the sur&ce 
available G>r heat trans&r is m inim al G>r a given volume o f materiaL The analysis of a 
sphere provides a conservative view ofhow 6st the container w ill heat up and w ill over 
predict the maximum tenq)erature attained v&en conq)ared to a cylindrical container.
The change in heat stored within the container is equal to the heat generated by decay, the 
heat lost by radiation heat transfer, and the heat lost by convection heat trans&r. This 
balance is given by Eq. (3.13.1)
mcp dT/dt = g '"V  -  OEA(T/ -  T .'^  -h A (T ,- T_) (3.13.1)
Wiere T, is the sur&ce tenq)erature o f the sphere. The temperature w ill rise until 
radiation heat trans&r and convection removes as much heat Gom the sur&ce o f the 
container as is generated by decay. A schematic of this scenario can be seen in Figure 
3.3. At this point, the tenperature o f the material w ill reach a maximum, or equilibrium, 
temperature at the center of the geometry.
Convection may be due to a Arced air flow over the container or it may be due to the 
natural currents that arise in stagnant air flow. Natural convection produces very little 
heat transfer. Convection beat trans&r is de&Kd in terms o f the Nusselt number, a 
dimensionless group that provides the ratio ofheat lost by convection to the heat 
trans&rred by conduction within the curium.
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The transient beat trans6r Eq. (3.13.1) may be solved tbrougb integration, bnt 
radiation beat transfer changes as T* resulting in a nonlinear ordinary difkrential 
equation. Several numerical methods are available 6)r solving tbis equation, including 
tbe 4^ order Rnnge-Kutta method.
Heat lost by
convection
bA (T,-T.)
Heat
Heat lost by
radiation
OEA(Ts"-TJ)
generation by
radioactive
decay
Figure 3.3 Heat Trans&r of Sphere
A lumped capacity analysis was used to analyze tbis problem. Tbis method assumes 
that the thermal conductivity of tbe material within the sphere is very high when 
cong)ared to the heat removal rate by convection and radiation heat transfer. The 
tenq)erature within the curium sphere may then be represented by a single temperature.
lumped capacity analysis is valid if  tbe Biot number, a dimensionless groiq; 
representing tbe ratio of convection to conduction, is less than 0.1.
Bi = h (V /A )/k  (3.14.1)
where h is the k a t transfer coefBcient including the efkcts of radiation and convection 
heat transfer, V  is the volume oftbe sphere, A is the surface area o f the sphere, and k is 
tbe thermal conductivity o f tbe material within tbe sphere. Tbe Biot number was
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analyzed & r a wide range of sphere radii up to the melting tenqierature of curium and this 
analysis has proven to he valid. The properties of the air surrounding the sfAere were 
based on the sur6ce and ambient tenq)eratures. Hand calculations tend to become 
tedious Wren solving Eq. (3.13.1). There&re, for this analysis, a MathCAD coir^uter 
program was written by Dr. \& ^am  Culbreth and Ehzaheth Bakker of UNLV to 
calculate the maximum achieved tenqxrature. MathCAD is a program that does 
matkmatical and engineaing calculations as specified by the user.
When the MathCAD program was modiûed to solve the maximum temperature 6)r 
curium and americium oxide rather than curium and americium metal, the Biot number 
grew large (above 0.1) and the lumped c^iacity analysis could no longa he assunœd. 
Another MathCAD program was written in order to handle the oxide mixtures. Because 
a cylinder is a more practical storage geometry, the new program was written to analyze 
only a cylinder o f inSnite length with heat generation. This program assumes steady 
state, constant heat generation, and constant properties o f the surroundings. A drawing of 
the general scenario can be seen in Figure 3.4.
Air or 
water
Figure 3.4 Schematic o f Cylinder Scenario
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Tbe MathCAD programs are described in more detail in Chapter 4 and can be seen in 
their entirety in Appendices I and II.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY 
Source o f Radioactive Material 
Tbe largest source o f high level nuclear waste comes 6om commercial nuclear power 
(19). Nuclear power is created in a reactor, an intricate assembly designed to sustain a 
nuclear fission chain reaction. Nuckar material inside the core o f a reactor gets used up 
and must be removed and disposed o f
There are several types of nuclear reactors that have been tested and developed, but 
the most widely used in the world today is the light-water reactor (LWR) (7). It uses 
water to moderate, reflect, and cool the reactor at high pressures. There are two types of 
LWRs in use today; the pressurized water reactor (PWR) and the boiling-water reactor 
(BWR).
PWR
In a PWR, water at a high tenq)crature is kept 6om boiling by maintaining it ata high 
pressure. The water reflects neutrons as it flows around the outside o f the core. The 
water tenqperature then increases as it passes through the core and into an external steam 
generator whkh generates the steam to drive the turbines. The PWR is fueled by slightly 
enriched uranium (-3% ).
26
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BWR
A boiling water reactor is different from a PWR only in that it is not necessary to 
have the external steam generator. In  a BWR, steam is farmed in the reactor and flows 
directly to the turbines. A BWR can also be advantageous because it requires the use of 
less water and pressure. A BWR, however, requires more shielding and tends to be a 
larger assembly than the PWR.
Both o f these types o f reactors are fueled by a Gssion reaction. A neutron strikes the 
Bssile material and releases fssion hagments, radiation, and neutrons which go on to 
produce further Gssion reactions. The energy released by the Gssion reaction depends on 
the amount of neutrons travelii^ through the core. The amount o f neutrons is controlled 
by control rods which should be positioned in the reactor very carefully at all times.
RADDB
The computer program used to determine the composition o f the spent nuclear fuel 
was RADDB. It is a light water reactor radiological database developed at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL) that breaks down the characteristics o f spent nuclear fuel 
removed from a commercial reactor. This program provides interpolated data 6om 
ORIGEN, anothâ  code developed by ORNL. It lists the radioactive totals, elemental 
conqwsitions, and individual isotope concentrations of all o f the materials present within 
a characteristk: fuel. First the user selects the bumup value for a BWR or PWR. The 
bumup value can be set from 10,000 to 60,000 MW d/MTHM in increments o f 10,000. 
For this analysis, a PWR with a bumup o f50,000 MW d/MTHM was selected. Next, the 
user specifes the initial enrichment. Usually, the standard enrichment is used, but the
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user can enter a different enrichment value by selecting 'OTHER'. The enrichment value 
used in this analysis was 4.26% wbich is standard A r a bumup value o f50,000 
MW d/MTHM. Next, the user selects the type o f data required and can choose Aom 
elemental composition, integral heats, photon spectra, curies by isotope, grams by 
isotope, and watts by isotope. The information important to this analysis is grams by 
isotope and watts by isotope. The user them specifies the decay time and can choose f"om 
1 to 1 million years in varying increments. A 10 year decay time was selected A r this 
study. Finally, the user creates an output Gle to view the generated inArmation. The 
output Sle is a complete list of the elements and their isoApes, concentrations in terms of 
grams per metric-An m heavy metal (g/MTHM) or the amount ofheat generated by the 
fuel m terms of watts per metric-An m heavy metal (W /M THM ), and weight percents 
Aund in a specific spent nuclear AeL A  sample output 51e can be seen in Appendix IV . 
So, the characteristic fuel which w ill be used throughout this study is a 50,000 
MW d/MTHM bumup, 4.26% enrichment, and 10 year decay time.
Criticalitv Assessment 
Analytical Solution A r a Spherical Container 
Calculating kgfror rcddcai by hand makes certain assunptAns that the conputer code 
does not. Basic hand calculât Ans assume that the system is homogeneous and mono- 
energetic, that is, that it contains only one energy leveL In reality, neutrons have a 
distribution m energy. Hand calculatAns also assume that because the energy level is 
constant, the cross sectAns are constant, but ultimately, they change with changing 
energy. Also, a mixture being analyzed may contain ten or more difArent isoApes and
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hand calculations can become very tedious as each property of each isoApe naist he 
calculated and weighted.
Monte CarA Methods 
The solution to the limitatAns o f hand calculatAns is the Monte CarA N-Particle 
code (MCNP). MCNP is a general purpose Monte CarA code that can be used Ar 
neutron, phoAn, electron, or coupled neutron/phoAn/electron transport, including the 
cfpability A  calculate eigenvaAes A r critical systems (9). The user creates an irput 6A  
which specifies the characterist As o f the probkm including its geometry and the 
materials used. Then the program Allows each partAle Aim  its origm A  its death (Aim  
absorption or leakage) and records aspects o f its average behavAr. From here the Monte 
CarA method does not directly solve the neutron diffusion equatAn. Rather, it revises 
the equatAn A  describe the probability density o f particles m phase space once the 
history of each particle is recorded. MCNP contains hundreds of neutron interactAn 
tabks withm its code. It also contains extensive energy dependent cross section data m 
order A  determine the most accuraA results.
SCALE4.4a
The conputer program used A  analyze the crhicali^ problems was the Standardized 
Computer Analyses A r Licensmg Evaluation, version 4.4a (SCALE4.4a). This Monte 
CarA neutron transport program was deveAped at Oak Ridge Nat Anal Laboratory and 
has been ̂ proved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). It is used to analyze 
criticality scenarAs, spent Ael characterizatAn, and heat transAr analyses on sArage
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Arms. First the user selects one o f eight Criticality SaAty Analysis Sequences (CSAS) 
6om within the code A  determine criticality. For this application CSAS25 was used. 
CSAS25 calls A  BONAMI-S, NITAW L-S, and KENOV.a which are all independent 
codes where SCALE4.4a acts as a controller, passing inArmatAn between them.
Together these codes calculate the necessary criticality data based on a speciGed cross 
sectAn library. The cross sectAn library provides a list o f varAus AoApes and their 
properties whhm the code. For this analysis "44groupndf5" was used because it contains 
inArmatAn on more than 300 nuclides and it is the preArred criticality saAty analysis 
library m SCALE4.4a (9). The user can then model the spent Ael hy creating a mixture 
from these available isoApes with weight percent values taken directly Aom the results of 
RADDB. The user can then create the surroundings o f the contained mixture such as air 
or water. Air is modeled as 78% nhrogen and 22% oxygen, and water is recognized by 
SCALE4.4a as a standard conpositAn (HgO). Next, the user speciGes the geometry that 
w ill be used A  contam the Ael mixture. For this application, the spherical and 
cylindrical geometries were used and a semi-inGnite cylinder was modeled where the 
height equals ten times the diameter. The geometries were modeled m air and submerged 
m water. The SCALE4.4a program is then executed and the kgg and uncertainty values 
are extracted Gom the output GA. The program is then run agam with a di^rent 
geometry such as a smaller radius until the radius wAere k̂ g = 0.95 is Aund. A sample 
irput and a sectAn o f the output Gle can be seen m Appendix H.
There are two sources o f error m using Monte Carlo neutron transport codes A  
estimate keg: Since the codes can only handle a GniA number o f neutrons (typically 
50,000 A r one generatAn), there is a statistical uncertainty introduced hy the MonA
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Carlo method. There is also a small variation between the results o f the code and specific 
criticality experiments reArred A  as Ixenchmark tests". According A  the NRC, the k«g 
value should be kept bekw 0.95 A  allow A r these uncertainties m the code. ThereAre, 
0.95 w ill be the maximum aUowable k«g value. The results of the criticality analysis can 
he seen m the Allowing chuter.
Heat Transfer
The MathCAD program used to calculate the maximum Anperature achieved inside 
the storage cylinder can be Aund using the ^proach described in the Allowing 
paragraphs. The general equatAn governing this analysis is:
V ^  = g"V k (4.1.1)
with the mixed boundary conditAm
-kA(ar/ar) = hrA  (T, -T .)  @ r = R (4.1.2)
where k is the thermal conductivity o f fuel, A  is the surAce area of cylmder, Tgisthe 
surAce Anperature o f cylinder, 5T/&  is the change m tenperature with reqxect A  change 
m radius of the cylinder, and T - is the tenperature of surrourAings. The Atal heat 
transAr coefGcient, hr is:
hr hconvccdon ^  h,*diadon (4.1.3)
The surAce area m equatAn (4.1.2) drops out and ̂ /3 r  = q" V4k (-2R). So equatAn
(4.1.2) reduces to:
-k(q" V4k (-2R)) = hr (T , -  T .) (4.1.4)
where q ' is the rate ofheat productAn per unit volume and R is the radius o f the 
cylmder. EquatAn (4.1.4) sinpliGes to:
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Ts = T . + (q'"R)/2hr (4.1.5)
T(r) = T . + (Rq'"/2hr) + (q"'/4k)(R^ -  r )̂ (4.1.6)
The program was Grst written A  analyze the geometry m air. The thermal conductivity, 
kinematic viscosity, tenperature o f ambient, and Prandtl numba" of air were all assumed 
constant and estimated at the Gim tenperature (the average o f the surAce tenperature 
and the hulk tenperature). The program was modiGed A  analyze the geometries in water 
hy modr̂ dng these constant properties. The tenperature of the air was assumed a 
constant 293K (20 C). The total heat transfer coefBcient was Aund by adding the heat 
transAr coefBcients Gom convection and radiation. For convectAn, the program begins 
by calculating the Grashof and Rayleigh numbers as a GmctAn o f the surAce 
toiperature.
Gr(T,) = gravity gwKT,) (T , -  T .) h^yiw." (1/v^) (42.1)
Ra(T,) = Gr(Ts)Pr.ir (4.3.1)
These values were then used A  calculate the Nusselt number A r both the sAes (4.4.1) 
and the top of the cylmder (4.4.2) (27).
-,2
sides s) ' 0.6 +
0.387Ra(T J
1 +
0.559^ 
\,^a iry (4.4.1)
N%,p(T,) = 0.54 Ra(Ts) 1/4 (4.42)
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These equations A r the Nusselt number (27) are valid only if  the Rayleigh number 
remains below 10^\ This conditAn A met A r all of the scenarios m this study.
The overall Nusselt numher was then determined hy usmg the "lever ruk".
Nu(Ts) = Nu«dcs(T,XA«<iea/A) + Nu«op(TsXAtop/A) (4.4.3)
where A d̂es A the surAce area of the sides and A  Athe Atal surAce area of the cylinder 
From the Nusselt number, the heat transAr coefBcient as a AnctAn o f the surAce 
tenperature A r both the sides and Ap o f the cylinder was Aund by using the AlAwing 
equatAns:
hddes(Ts) = (Nuades(Ts) W  /  hcyiw, (4.5.1)
htop(T:) = (NUtop(Ts) kair) / DqriWe (4.6.1)
The overall convectAn heat transfa coefBcient A then Aund by using the "lever rule".
h«mv«6on(T:)= ha&XTs) (Agdea/A) + h*op(T,) (Atop/A) (4.7.1)
The ladiatAn Imat transAr coefBcient was Aund by using the AlAwing equation:
lWiadon(Ts) = OG(T:̂  + T .^ (T s  + T .) (4.8.1)
where o = 5.67x10"  ̂W /nf (SteAn-Boltzmann constant), 6 = 1 (emAsivity)
Finally, the Atal heat transAr coefBcient was Aund by adding:
hr (Tg)= hconvccdon (Tg) + IWmüon(Ts) (4.9.1)
Once the Atal heat transAr coefBcient as a AnctAn o f surAce tenperature was 
determined, it was input ioA equatAn (4.1.4) and the surAce tenperature extracted Ar 
that geometry. The maximum centerline Anperature was then determined hy using 
equatAn (4.1.5), allowing r = 0 (represents centerline), and R be any radius. DifArent 
radii were examined until the radius that attamed the melting tenperature o f the material 
was Aund. To alAw A r uncertainty the exqxerimental melting tenperature was assumed
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A  be 90% o f the actual melting tenperature o f the difArent materials. The results of the 
heat transAr analysA can be seen in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTERS
RESULTS 
Curium 
Inventory o f Radionuclides 
For the investigation o f a characteristic Ael with a bumup o f50,000 MWd/MTHM, 
4.26% enrichment, and a 10 year decay time, RADDB produced the Allowing 
concentrations A r each curium isotope:
Tahle 5.1 Curium Concentration by IsoApe
Element Isotope
Concentration
g/MTHM % of Cm metal % of CmzOg
Cm 241 5.68E-37 0.00% 0.00%
Cm 242 7.17E4)3 0.01% 0.01%
Cm 243 7.70E+11 1.05% 0.95%
Cm 244 6.70E4OI 90.95% 82.85%
Cm 245 5.09E4O0 6.91% 6.29%
On 246 7.86E4)l 1.07% 0.97%
Cm 247 1.14E-02 0.02% 0.01%
Cm 248 9.29E-04 0.00% 0.00%
total Cm metal: 7.37E+01
O 720E+00 8.90%
total Cm2 0 3 : 8.09E401
These Concentrations were used m SCALE4.4a A  produce a mixture of curium within a 
spherical and cylindrical container. The Allowing results are the uncertainty values, 
and corresponding mass A r varying geometry radii o f curium.
35
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Table 5.2 Critical Mass, k«f6 and Uncertainty Values by Varying Cm Sphere Radii
Bare Cm S xhere Cm Sphere in Water
radius (on) keg uncertainty mass (kg) radius (cm) keg uncataint) mass (kg)
5 0.7301 0.0018 7.07 3 0.6462 0.002 lj3
6 0.8606 0.0024 12.21 4 0.8277 0.0022 3.62
6.8 0.9515 0.0024 17.77 4.5 0/9161 0.0025 5.15
7 0.9751 0.0022 19.39 5 0.9863 0.0024 7.07
8 1.0821 0.0024 28.94 6 1.1323 0.0025 12/21
Table 5.3 Critical Mass, and Uncertainty Values by Varying Cm Cylinder Radii
Bare Cm Cylinder Cm Cylinder in Water
radius (cm) keg uncertainty mass (kg) radius (cm) kgg uncertainty mass (kg)
3.4 0.7442 0.0021 33.32 2 0.7609 0.002 6.78
4 0.851 0.0021 5426 2.5 0.9342 0.0025 13.25
4.6 0.9465 0.0023 82.52 2.8 0.9576 0.0024 18.61
5 1.0084 0.0025 105.98 3 0.9975 0.0026 22.89
6 1.0719 0.0022 183.12 4 1.1809 0.0027 54.26
For these geometries, the ability o f the material to sustain Gssion increases as the radius 
increases. Table 5.3 can be seen in graphical Arm m Figures 5.1 and 52.
The horizontal line at k«g= 0.95 represents the critical value with allowances A r error 
m the code. Uncertainties are too small A  show tp  in error bars. According to Figure 
5.1 the critical radius A r the curium cylinder in water occurs at approximately 2.7 cm. 
Figure 5.2 shows that this corresponds A  a mass o f 16.69 kg. The bare curium cylinder 
radius where k«g= 0.95 is 4.6 cm or 82.52 kg. These critical values, however, must be 
conpared A  the heat transAr analysis.
Curium Thermal Results 
Table 5.4 shows the critical values o f curium cylinders according A  the heat transAr
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Figure 5.1 Radius vs kgg 6)r Cm Cylmder
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Figure 5.2 Mass vs k«g A r Cm Cylmder
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analysis. A sample MathCAD spreadsheet used to predict this is included in Appendix I.
Table 5.4 Heat TransAr Results A r Cm Cylinder
Bare Cm Cylinder Cm Cylindo: in Water
radius (cm) Ts(K) Tmax(K) mass (kg) radius (cm) Ts(K) Tmax (K) mass (kg)
0.5 1085 1Î06 0.106 1 353 441 0.848
1.1 1338 1444 1.129 33 459 1416 30.48
3 1734 2524 22.9 5 517 2715 106
It is beneGcial to know that the melting tenq)erature of curium metal is 1613 K. To allow 
A r uncertainty, this analysis considered the practical maximum tenq)erature to be 90% of 
the actual melting tenqierature or 1452 K A r curium metaL A conqxarison of the 
criticality and the heat transAr analysis A r a CnbOg cylinder can be seen in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5 Criticality versus Heat TransAr A r Cm Cylinder
Cm Metal Cylinder Criticality Heat TransAr
rad (cm) mass (kg) rad (cm) mass (kg)
bare 4.6 8232 1.1 1.129
water 2.7 16.69 3.3 30.48
It is shown that heat transAr is the limiting analysis A r a bare curium cylinda:, and the 
radius should be no larger than 1.1 cm (1.129 kg). Criticality, however, becomes the 
limiting Actor A r a curium cylinder m water and says that the radius should be no larger 
than 2.7 cm (16.69 kg).
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Curium Oxide
Tables 5.6 and 5.7 represent the critical values A r varying radii ofboA a bare CmzOs 
q)here and cylinder, and a Cn^Os sphere and cylinder submerged in water.
Table 5.6 Critical Mass, and Uncertainty Values by Varying Cn^Os Sphere Radii
Bare Cm^Og Sphere CmzOg Sphere in Water
radius (cm) uncertainty mass (kg) radius (cm) kgg uncertainty mass (kg)
5 0.6459 0.0018 6.65 5 0.9023 0.0023 6.65
7 0.8698 0.002 1834 53 0.9699 0.0023 8.85
8 0.9713 0.0021 2732 6 1.0292 0.0024 11.48
9 1.0673 0.0019 38.76 7 1.1475 0.0024 1834
10 1.1594 0.0025 53.17 8 13588 0.0024 2732
Table 5.7 Critical Mass, kg& and Uncertainty Values by Varying Crr̂ Os Cylinder Radii
Bare Cm20g Cyiinder Cm^Og Cylinder m  W ater
radius (cm) kgg uncertainty mass (kg) radius (cm ) uncertainty mass (kg)
4 0.7375 6.0018 51.04 2 0.7343 0.0024 638
5 0.8884 0.0017 99.70 2.9 0.9383 0.002 19.45
5.4 0.9472 0.0019 125.59 33 0.9997 0.0023 26.13
6 1.0228 0.0018 17237 4 1.1389 0.0023 51.04
7 1.1516 0.0022 27336 5 13836 0.0025 99.70
A gr^hical representation of Table 5.7 can be seen m Figures 5.3 and 5.4.
According to Figures 5.3 and 5.4, when examining criticality, a bare Cn^Og cylinder 
should have a radius no larger than 5.4 cm or a mass o f 125.59 kg. A Cn^Og cylinder in 
water should have a radius no larger than 3 cm or a mass o f 21.53 kg. Next, the heat 
trans&r tendencies were mvestigated A r CmaOg.
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(]uiTuin()]d{le Tliermal flesuJts 
Table 5.8 shows the critical values of CmzOg cylinders according to the heat transÊr 
analysis. The experimental melting tenq>erature o f curium oxide is 2280 K.
A  conq)arison of the criticality and the heat tram&r analysis 6)r a Cn^Os cylinder can 
be seen in Table 5.9.
TTatde 5.8 llead: T̂ ninediarlteKaibslcMrtZtnGtZb (Zylickler
Bare CmzO^ Cylinder Cm203 Cylinder in  Water
radius (cm ) T s (K ) Tmax (K ) mass (kg) radius (cm) T s (K ) T m ax(K ) mass (kg)
1 1245 1607 0.80 1 345 706 0.80
1.55 1394 2263 2.97 2.25 393 2221 9.08
2 1489 2933 6J8 3 419 3670 21.53
liable 5.S)iCritK>alh]f yersnslHkaat Iimasfer for (ZmzC)] C>ylinckar
Cm 203 Cylinder C riticality Heat Transfer
rad (cm ) mass (kg) rad (cm ) mass (kg)
bare 5.4 125.59 1J5 2.97
water 3 21.53 2.25 9.08
Table 5.9 shows that heat trans&r is the limiting analysis 6)r all CmzO; scenarios 
investigated here. I f  Cm^Og is to be held in a cylindrKal container in air, no more than 
2.97 kg of the material should be placed inside. This corresponds to a cylinder diameter 
of 1.55 cm. For tlK CmzOs cylinder in water, the maximum radius should be 2.25 cm 
(9.08 kg).
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Table 5.10 Americium Concentration by Isotope
Element Isotope
Concentration
g/MTHM % of Am metal % of Am203
Am 241 6.64E402 76.41% 66.74%
Am 242 3.54E415 0.00% 0.00%
Am 242M 2.96E+00 0J4% 030%
Am 243 2.02E+02 2325% 2030%
Am 244 1.06E-16 0.00% 0.00%
total Am metal: 8.69E+02
0 126E+02 12.66%
total AmzOg: 9.9SE+02
Table 5.10 shows the radionuclide inventory 6)r americium. Tables 5.11 and 5.12 
show the keg values 6 r  spherical and cylindrical geometries containing AnbOs.
Table 5.11 Critical Mass, keg, and Uncertainty Values by Varying AnbOg Sphere Radii
Bare AmzOg Sphere Am20) Sphere in Water
radius (cm) keg uncertainty mass (kg) radius (cm) k«g uncertainty mass (kg)
10 0.7408 0.0018 48.98 12 0.8488 0.0018 84.64
12 0.8259 0.0018 84.64 14 0.9191 0.002 134.41
14 0.9046 0.0024 134.41 16 0.9793 0.0019 200.64
16 0.9643 0.0021 200.64 17 1.008 0.0021 240.66
18 1.0206 0.002 285.67 18 1.034 0.0022 285.67
Table 5.12 Critical Mass, ke& and Uncertainty Values by Varying AmzOg Cylinder Radii
Bare Am20) Cylinder Am2 0 3  Cylinder in Wata"
radius (cm) k«g uncertainty mass (kg) radius (cm) keg uncertainty mass (kg)
10 0.9031 0.0017 734.76 9 03787 0.0018 535.64
10/4 0.9215 0.0019 826.51 9.8 0.916 0.0022 69135
112 0.948 0.0022 103228 102 0.9296 0.0022 779.73
12 0.9799 0.0022 1269.67 103 0.9456 0.0018 85038
13 1.0158 0.0019 161427 11 0.9654 0.002 977.97
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The results h"om Tables 5.11 and 5.12 can be seen in gM^hicai Arm in Figures 5.5 and 
5.6 which show that according to criticality, 5)r an AmzOg cylinder in air, the radius 
should be no larger than 11.2 cm (1032.28 kg). For the An^Og cylinder in water, the 
radius should be no larger than 10.5 cm (850.58 kg). The An%Og cylinders were then 
examined under the heat trans6r analysis.
Americium Oxide Thermal Results 
The results 6om the heat transfer analysis are shown in Table 5.13. The melting 
tenq)erature of americium oxide is 1146 K.
1.05
bare
0.95
In watei
0.9
0.85
139 10 1 12
radius (cm)
Figure 5.5 Radius vs kgg &)r An^Og Cylinder
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Figure 5.6 Mass vs k«g 6)r An%Oa Cylinder
Table 5.13 Heat Trans6r Results 5)r An^O) Cylinder
Bare Am^Og Cylinder An^Og Cylinder in Water
radius (cm) Ts(K ) Tm ax(K) mass (kg) radius (cm) Ts(K ) Tmax (KL) mass (kg)
1 500 726 0.73 1 297 523 0.73
1.6 563 1143 3.01 1.9 299 1116 5.04
2 598 1503 5.88 3 302 2339 19.84
Table 5.14 Criticality versus Heat Transfer &»r An^O] Cylinder
AmzOg Cylinda- Criticali^ Heat Trans&r
rad (cm) mass (kg) rad (cm) mass (kg)
bare 112 103228 1.6 3.01
water 10.5 850J8 1.9 5.04
Table 5.14 shows a conçarison of the criticality and the heat trans&r analyses done on an
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AmiOs cylinder. It can be seen Êom Table 5.14 that heat trans&r is again the limiting 
analysis. It shows that if  An^Oa is to be held in a cylindrical container in air, the 
receptacle should have a radius rm larger than 1.6 cm (mass = 3.01 kg) in order to avoid 
the possibility o f melting. I f  the container is surrounded by water, its radius should be no 
larger than 1.9 cm (5.04 kg).
Oxide Mixture
Table 5.15 Critical Mass, kef^ and Uncertainty values by Varying Sphere Radii
Bare Am2034Cm203 Sphere Am20a+Cm2 0 3  Sphere in Water
radius (cm) uncertainty mass (kg) radius (cm) uncertain^ mass (kg)
10 0.7759 0.0018 49.19 12 0.8968 0.0018 85.01
13 0.9132 0.0022 108.08 13 0.9364 0.0019 108.08
14 0.9567 0.0023 134.99 14 0.975 0.0019 134.99
15 0.9875 0.0022 166.03 15 1.009 0.002 166.03
17 1.0538 0.002 241.69 16 1.0447 0.0021 201.50
Table 5.16 Critical Mass, kef^ and Uncertainty values by Varying Cylinder Radii
Bare Am20a+Cn^ 0 3  Cylinder Am2 0 3 +Cn^ 0 3  Cylinder in Water
radius (cm) unc«tainty mass (kg) radius (cm) keg uncertainty mass (1%)
8 0.8363 0.0021 377.80 8 0.874 0.0018 377.80
9 0.8972 0.0021 537.93 9.3 0.9438 ' 0.0018 593.54
10 0.9484 0.0019 737.90 10 0.9776 0.0022 737.90
11 0.9966 0.0023 982.14 11 1.0242 0.0019 982.14
12 1.0327 0.0022 1275.09 12 1.0651 0.0024 1275.09
Tables 5.15 and 5.16 show the criticality results &»r a mixture o f 92% Arr̂ Oa and 8% 
CrpzOa. These results are shown in graphical form in Figures 5.7 and 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 Mass vs keg 5)r An^Og + Cn^Og Cylinder
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The criticality analysis shows that if  an oxide mixture of 92% An^Oa and 8% CrozOa is 
held in a cylindrical container surrounded by air, the radius of that cylinder should be no 
larger than 10 cm (737.9 kg). I f  that container is surrounded by water, the radius should 
be no larger than 9.3 cm (593.54). The heat trans&r analysis w ill be ^ lie d  to this 
mixture in the next section.
Heat Results ibr Oxide Mixture
Table 5.17 Heat Transfer Results h)r Oxide Mixture Cylinder
Bare AmzOs+Cm^O; Cylinder Am2 0 3 +Cm2 0 3  Cylinder in Water
radius (cm) Ts(K) Tm ax(K) mass (kg) radius (cm) Ts(K) Tmax(K) mass (kg)
1 679 917 0.74 I 302 540 0.74
1.4 744 1210 2.02 2 309 1259 5.90
2 819 1770 5.90 3 315 2454 19.92
The heat transfer results of the oxide mixture are shown in Table 5.17. The melting 
tenq)erature o f the oxide mixture is 1236 K. Table 5.18 shows a congiarison o f the 
criticality and the heat transfer analyses done on an An^Og cylinder.
Table 5.18 Criticality versus Heat Trans&r 6 r  Oxide Mixture Cylinder
Am2 0 3 +Cm2 0 ; Criticality HeatTransAr
Cylinder rad (cm) mass (kg) rad (cm) mass (kg)
bare 10 737.9 1.4 2.02
water 93 59334 2 5.9
For the oxide mixture, the heat transfer is the limiting analysis in determining the 
maximum mass or radius o f the container. I f  the mixture is contained inside a cylinder
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surrounded by air, it should hold no more than 2.02 kg of the mixture (radius =1.4 cm) in 
order to be considered safe. For the case of the cylinder surrounded by water, the 
maximum radius is 2 cm (5 .88 kg).
The criticality and beat transfer results & r all o f the mixtures 5)r a cylindrical 
geometry can be seen in Table 5.19. Plots representing the spherical geometry in all 
mixtures can be seen in Appendix V I.
Discussion o f Results
There were many important observations made 6om the results of this thesis. The 
criticality analysis shows that the bare scenario always allows the largest radius. This 
ha^iens because water is a neutron moderator. During collisions with hydrogen nuclei, 
neutrons tend to loose quite a bit o f energy per collision with minimal chance of being 
lost through absorption. Thus, the maximum allowable radius/mass decreases. In  the 
heat trans6r analysis, however, the cylinder in water allows a larger radius. This is due 
to the Act that water acts as a coolant to the system and the m axim um tenq)erature 
reached is lower than that in a bare cylinder of identical size.
Although the thermal conductivities of curium metal and curium oxide are quite 
digèrent, (kcm = 10 W/m*K, kcnooa = 2 W /m*K) the limiting cases o f these materials 
remain very similar. This is because their melting tenq^eratures are digèrent. The 
melting tenqierature o f curium metal is 1613 K, but the melting temperature o f curium 
oxide is 2533 K.
It can be seen that the critical values o f CmaOa are much more limiting than the 
critical values o f An^Oa. This is because curium is more gssionable than americium
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Table 5.19 Final Results A r all Mixtures o f Cylindrical Geometry 
Cm Metal Cylinder
bare
water
Crigcality HeatTransAr
rad (cm) mass (kg) rad (cm) mass (kg)
4.6 82.52 1.1 1.129
2.7 16.69 3.3 30.48
Cm20] Cylinder
bare
water
Crigcahty Heat Transfer
rad (cm) mass (kg) rad (cm) mass (kg)
5.4 12539 1.55 2.74
3 2133 225 8.37
AmzOg Cylinder Crigcality Heat Transfer
rad (cm) mass (kg) rad (cm) mass (kg)
bare 112 103228 1.6 3.01
wafer 103 85038 1.9 5.04
Amz03+Cm203 Crigcality HeatTransAr
Cylinder rad (cm) mass (kg) rad (cm) mass (kg)
bare 10 7373 1.4 2.02
water 93 593.54 2 5.88
The most highly gssionable isotopes o f CnbOs are more abundant than the highly 
gssionable isotopes o f An^O].
CnbOs generates 2.4 W/g ofheat while AnbOs generates 0.077 W/g of heat. Yet, 
according to the heat trans&r analysis, these two materials allow very similar radii This 
can be erqrlained by the Act that Cn^Os has a higher thermal conductivity (kcmzos = 2 
W/m*K, kAmzoa = 0.1 W /m*K) and melting tenperature than An^Oa (TgKAcmzos = 2280 
K, TmekAm2 0 3  = 1146 K). CubOg moves heat out o f the container Aster and allows much 
higher tenperature beAre meltiog occurs.
Heat transAr, not criticality, is almost always the limiting analysis in determining the 
maximum mass and radius o f the cylinder.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study concludes that materials such as americium and curium oxide are 
dangerous and great care must be taken in handling and storing them The containment 
of a relatively small amount o f these materials can create criticality and beat generation 
concans. A mixture of 92% americium oxide and 8% curium oxide in air, A r example, 
can have a semi-iognite cylinder radius o f only 1.4 cm beAre it begins A  melt. This 
corresponds A  a mass of only 2.02 kg.
This study examines only a small portAn o f the scenarios that must be mvestigated. 
Difkrent chemical Arms of the materials should be mvestigated including carbonates, 
salts, and chlorides. The materials should be analyzed m diGArent geometries like 
Annular cylinders and plates. These geometries should be analyzed both alone and m 
arrays, A  simulate the scenario of a drift and A r storage m dry casks. Adding gns to the 
sArage Arm A  remove more heat might be considered. It is important A  know Wiat w ill 
h^pen A  a storage Arm when exposed A all o f these scenarios. This w ill allow A r the 
Armation o f the best possAle storage plan. An analysis o f the criticality and heat transAr 
tendencies o f americium metal, a mixture o f americium and curium metal, and plutonium 
metal was also perArmed, but the results are not presented m this thesis as the main Acus 
was on curium and an^ricium oxide.
50
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An investigalAn might also be done on calculating the gamma radiatAn around the 
outsAe o f the storage Arm to make sure it stays within a saA level.
It is also inportant A  study various mixtures of materials. Recently, there has been 
concern about materials like cesium and strontium These two materials contam no 
fissAnable iso Apes, so criticality is not a concern, but they do generate a great amount of 
decay beat and a similar beat transAr analysis should be perArmed on these materials A  
determine a the m axim um  amount o f material that can be sAred m a container. 
UltimaAly, this thesis has perArmed a criticality and heat transAr analysis on curium and 
americium oxide m order A  detamine what quantity aiA conGguration is the saAst Ar 
spent reactor Ael awaiting transmutât Am This thesis makes the AlAwing 
recommendatAns A r maximum saA quantitAs of americium and curium shown m Table 
6.1.
Table 6.1 Final RecommendatAns A r Radii and Mass Limits
Cm Metal Cylmder Crigcality Teat TransAr
rad (cm) mass (kg) rad (cm) mass (kg)
bare 4.6 82.52 1.1 1.129
water 2.7 16.69 3.3 30.48
nder Crigcality Heat TransAr
rad (cm) mass (kg) rad (cm) mass (kg)
bare 5.4 125.59 1.55 2.74
wata 3 21.53 225 8.37
mder Crigcality Heat TransAr
rad (cm) mass (kg) rad (cm) mass (kg)
bare 112 103228 1.6 3.01
water 1&5 850.58 1.9 5.04
Am203^TZm203 Cngcality Heat TransAr
Cylinder rad (cm) mass (kg) rad (cm) mass (kg)
bare 10 737.9 1.4 2.02
wata 93 593.54 2 5 88
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APPENDIX I
TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE OF A CURIUM SPHERE USING A LUMPED
CAPACITY ANALYSIS
Dr. W iiliam C ulbr^
Elizabeth Bakker
. ,  . . University o f Nevada, Las V%as
A  Introduction
Curium gaierates a great deal o f decay heaL 10 W /g). The conservative or 
"worst case" to study involves curium in the shape of a sphere. A sphere combines 
maximum vdume o f material for the minimum possible surface area available for heat 
transfer to the environment. A sample o f plutonium in the shqie o f a sphere w ill 
loose heat by convection and by radiaticm heat transfer. In the absaice o f forced air 
convectkm, natural convectirm plays a limited role in removing heat &om a curium 
sphere.
Heat Lost 
by
Radiation
Heat Generation 
by Radioactive 
Decay
mcp dT/dt = g '"V -O E A (T *-T .'*) -  hA(T - T .)
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In  this study, the temperature rise in a sphere o f curium is analyzed. Both 
natural convection and radiation heat trans&r are used to remove heat 6om the 
sphere. A "hmgiedctqiacityana^rsis" is used, as justihed through the Biot 
number gr^hicahy presented in section 6b. A 4th order Runge-Kutta routine 
is used to solve the non-Hnear ordinary dif&rential equation. The results include 
a grzqih of sphere tenqterature as a hmction of time, the time it takes to begin 
melting, the equilibrium temperature, and the time that it takes to r^ch withia 
I degree ofequfliWum.
B. Calculations
1. DeGne the Geometry of the Sphere
Sphere diameter. 
Sphere radius.
ŝphere -4&mm
r:=
ŝphere
2. DeGne the Properties of Curium
Pcm== 13500-!̂
m
Density o f curium.
g":=2.61'y.p(^ Thermal generation rate o f curium due 
to radioactive decay.
g"=3.523x tO  ̂—
3
'̂ .Cm1= 12 0 -kgK SpeciGc heat of curium.
w
nbK Thermal conductivity o f curium.
Âsicm Cm ^   ̂452K Melting temperature o f curium.
3. DeGne t k  Properties of Air
a. Kinematic Viscosity G)r air.
a . := -10.42734575127361 a. := 6.7407470472608130-2
â  ̂:= 6.03155452418610:0-5 a 1=5:2451581410574990.-10
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Vai/W :=
i = 0
10 6 m T:=300K,310K..2500K
b. Prandtl Number 6 r  air.
b := 0.7082729262465852 b :=-4.45475413587491805
b^ := 32281455976027580 b^ := -4.5920179062775990.12
s
1 =  0
e. Thermal Conductivity 6)r air.
c := -82062994960629960 c := 1.02480072489404*0
:= -4.7123893906600280 c := 1.3686233806514730 11
W " ) := c.
1 =  0
IK
W
mK
d. Expansion CoefScient.
4. Calculate the Mass o f Curium in the Sphere
A := 4-n r A = 5.027x 10 Sur6ce area of the sphere.
4 3
V := —n r
3
V=3.351x 10 Volume o f the sphere.
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rnCm-PCm^ mcm=0.'152kg Mass of curium in the sphere.
5. Calculate the Heat Trans&r Properties
G := ] Emissivity of the surface of the sphere.
6. Compute the Transient Temperature of the Sphere 
a DeGne the initial and ambient temperatures.
b. DeGne the beat trans&r coefBcienL
3 1
GKD- 8gravi(y'*'̂ 8i/̂  (^ în&iî )̂ sphere ^
W T )
M D -C X D P rai/D
Nu(D := 2 + 0.589Ra(D
1 + ^ 0.469
Grashof number.
Rayleigh number.
Re&rence Gom Holman, equadon by 
ChurchiU, Ra < 10^11 and Pr > 0.5.
h(D:=
Nu(D-W n
Dsphere
ConvecGve heat transfer coefBcient.
This is the ef&cGve diameter to be used in 
calculating the Biot number.
BKD :=
m
This is the Biot number. It represents the 
raGo of convected heat transfer to 
conducGve beat trans&r within the sphere. 
IfB i< 0 .1 .
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ĥadiatioa  ̂ înfinhy  ̂^infnity) Convection is assisted by
radiation heat trans&r. This 
can be written approximateiy 
in terms o f a "convection" 
coefBcient6)T radiation. A  
combined Biot number is also 
conputed.
'̂radiadmi.and.ccmvecticm C l -
m
c. DeGne the dif&rential equation Gor tenperature as a Gmction f  time.
1) Set up the initial conditions.
2) Analyze the case o f an adiabatic phere, Grst.
g"'V
gaMMted "
9gaierated Heat generated in watts.
^adiabatic - ^ '^g œ aated
adiabatic -  * G x e d (T ^ ^ ,Os .tnnCg^ ,1000,Dgj;gbatic )
. (o)
t:=  answer adiabatic
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T̂ KÜabadc ' adiabadc
3) Next, add in tkeG kctof radiation beat trans&r.
dTdt rad ia i (u) := — - -  Tjognî  j
™CmCp.Cm
^ 4  4^
4radWmi G A-̂ T -  y radiated away 6om the phere.
r̂adiation generated radiation
radiation " ddixed^Tjgjtial, «timeg  ̂, IOOO,D,̂ {gdon ) 
radiation - radiation
4) Now, combine the ef&cts o f radiation and convective heat transfer.
convecdcm (") Z % " înSnhy )
™Cm(:p.Cm
Qconvection (T) := h % ' '^ '(^   ̂^in&iity) Heat convected Gom the pbere.\   ̂ /
ĉoov.and.rad := (f̂ dtg^^g^gj -  dTdt̂ gdjĝ qg ("g) " convection (̂ g)
convÆKlrad ^^^ *̂̂ (̂ inîtial » » *™̂ stop ' ĉonvanflrad )
^convaxLrad ' conv andrad
5) DeGne an array to diplay the meltn% tenperature o f curhim.
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^melting(Lu) -= 0
melting ,0 'S '^ s to p  'lO ^O .D ^g^g)
^melting "  unswa  ̂melting
b) Show some sample values.
qgenemted(120»K) = 1.181 X lO^W
qmdiation(I200K) = 588.783W
^convection d^W K ) = 54.805W
^generated (250»I^) = L l« lx  10̂  W 
qradiation(2500K) = 1.113x 10  ̂W 
^convection ^ ^ 0 » ^ ) = 154204W
6. Conpute the Equihbnum Temperature
a. When does the phsre tenperature reach equilibrium and bow long does it take?
^  ^initial
^equilibrium := root|̂ ^dTdtradiation (T) + dTdtgggyggdoa (T̂ ) "  generated (T)),T^
^equilibrium " 1406K Equilibrium tenperature.
1) Find the time when the equilibrium tenperature is attained.
cc()d := xK  ̂(jTequdibrium | " takes to get within
one degree o f equilibrium.
Locate (V,cc) := I 6 r i e 0.. rows(V) -  1
value <- i if  cc^vA m 1
value
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godjad 1 x 10 
melt.= Locate^Tgggyjgdjgd ,c^
. = ĝg Time in seconds be&re the phitonium begins to melt.
mek
B r̂adWion.and.c(xivecdon (^Aision.Cm) 0 4 ^
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APPENDIX n
MODIFIED HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS TO HANDLE CURIUM AND
AMERICIUM OXIDES
Elizabeth Bald^er 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Prooef0es (^a/rand constants.
k_^:= 0.0346-----
^  n>K
Thermal conductivity of air.
TbuIk:=293K Temperature of the ambient air
""" b̂ulk
—  s m Vg :̂= 2.64110 Kinematic viscosity of air.
Prandtl numt)er of air.
E:=l Emissivay
o := 5.6710 8 W
irP
Stefan-Bollzmann constant.
Bgravhy - 9.81-
60
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Properties of the fuet
Dens^ and thermal conductivity of fuel mixtures.
61
m
W
mK
W
m-K
PAm203:="7"''"%
m
W
kAm2O3:=0.1—
m
*tm203:-^' 
k ^ =  0.309
W
mK
W
mK
m
Geometry of the container
4oW-o.ooan
ĉylinder
^c)imd* " ̂ cylinckr  ̂̂  
ŝides '̂ '̂̂ '('̂ b)tal)'\:ytmder
=7.854x 10
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A := A,— + Atcq; ŝides A = 322x 10
V:—n itotai '̂ cylinder V = 7.854x 10
Heat generation: 
Americium metal 
Amtotal 6̂9g ^™power:=77-̂
^̂ ™thennoutl '
^™pow«r
^™thermoutl = 0 0»9y
" ̂ ™tbermoutl ' P Am'̂ Ttoial Amĝ  = 95.341
W
m
Q3primeAm' (^™diennoutl ' P Am) 93primeAm f-214x 10
.6 W
m
Curium metal
:= 73.7g ^̂ °)x)wer I92W
-̂̂ %ermoutl '
iwer _w
-̂̂ "biamoutl -2.605-^
Cn^ :- G%iermoutl PCm'̂ '4otal 0% =2.762x 10
3 W
m
l3primeCnf "  (*-^%ermoutl ' P Cm) 93primeCm"̂ '̂ ^̂ ^
7 W
m
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Americium oxide
Am20%iennoutl -  A m 2 (^  Am20%gnnoutl  ̂O?? ^
A m 20^ := Am20% gnn(^i PAmZOJ):'̂ total^ A m 20^ = 71.112^
Q3pnmeAm203r- (^ °^ ^ % a m o u tl ' P A m 20^ 43pnmeAm203 ? 10 ^
m
Curium Oxide
Cm 20% ^ := 80.86g C m 20^^gr -  1^2W
(-^^%ower W
:= c m 2 Q ^  C=̂ 0%«»moutl = 2.374-
OiüO :̂=Cm20%,gnnoutlPCm203 '̂̂ tolal̂  Cm20%^=227xlCp^
7 W
93p n m eC m 203 '^ (^ ^™ 2^% ia in o u trP C m 20^  9 3 p n m e C m 2 0 f 2 .& 9x 10 —
m
92% Am203, 8% Cm203 mixture
:- Am20^g^ + Cm20:̂ Q  ̂ :- Am20^y^g. + Cm20^y^^
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W
™%aTnoutl "
Wmb^ = 230.741— 
m
93primemix (™%ennoutrPmb)
Conducëbn.
93primembr 2.938x 10
.6 W
m
"  ggravity Pan(^s)'(^s ^bu&)^cylmder
4T's):=4Ts)P% r
3 1
air
"̂sides (̂ s) '- 0.6 +
0387Ra(Tg)
Î + 0.559
16
2
27
Ra <~ 10*12
N4opN:=0.54Ra(T,)
ŝidesNu(T,) := N u,^(Tg).— —  + N u^(T,)
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ŝides(̂ s) '
"̂sides(̂ s)
ĉylinder
%?,hd=
â̂des
^convection (^s) ' ^'sides(^s) . ^ ^ p (^ s ) '
Top ConvecAon Aeaf fmnsfgr 
coeAkwmt
4̂adiaü(m(̂ s) ' ''' b̂ulk j'(^s ''' ^buuj Rad/affon Aeaf damsAgr coe /̂emf.
\otal(^s) ' \adiadon(^s) ^ ^ocmvecdon (^s) Tbfa/ Aeaf AansAgr coefRcAanf.
'total
43pnmeCm*°̂  '̂ s
(47.574I242626735g4654113gJ60328145673626?K 
-1189.463631648262500B 
1084.541114808708476a 
_ (47.5741242626735846541138.560328145673626?K_
Thus:
Tg := 1085K
Tempafafum oo (he su/Ace of (he 
confamer
m̂ax" b̂ulk
total^primeCm 'ISpdmeCm 2 
2htotalW " 4kcm
IWax/mam ceofedme (emperafufB /a a/r
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APPENDIX n i
HOW BURNUP, ENRICHMENT, AND AGE 
AFFECT CONCENTRATION
Bumup
Table 1 Change in Concentration with Change in Bumnp
Bumup
(MWD/
MTHM)
Curium Isotope (g/MTHM) Total
Curium
g/MTHM242 243 244 245 246 247 248
30000 3.I0E-03 1J7E-01 5.80E+00 5.90E4)! 5.96E4)2 4.84E-04 2.28E-05 6.59E4O0
40000 5.68E-03 323E-01 1.66E+01 237E+00 2.80E4)1 3J7E4)3 2.10E-04 1.95E+01
50000 6.54E-03 4.74E-01 3.12E+01 5.09E+00 7.84E-ÔÎ 1.14E-02 929E-04 3.75E+01
60000 7.03E-03 6J25E-01 5J26E+01 9.54E400 1.87E-HX) 3.26E-02 3.32E-03 6.47E+01
One can see horn this table that total curium concentration increases as fuel bumup 
increases. For a fuel bumup increase 6om 30 to 60 GWD/MTHM the total concentration 
increases by a 6ctor o f 10. ^^Cm, the most Sssionable curium isotope, increases 6om 
0.59 g/MTHM to 9.54 g/MTHM. This increase in concentration makes a criticality 
problem much more likely. Similar trends would occur with americium. Figure 1 also 
shows the relative concentration o f curium isotopes as a function o f fuel bumup in bar 
grafdi &»rmaL
66
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Figure 1 Change in Concentration with Change in Bumup
Isotropic 
Concentration 
g/MTHM 20
245
Curium Isotqx
60,000 
50,000 
000
MWD/MTHM
Fuel 
Bumup
247 248
Enrichment
Table 2 Change in Concentration with Change in Enrichment
Enrichment Curium Isotope (g/MTHM)
(%) 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 Total Cm
2.5 3J2E4)3 2.00E4H 1.03E+01 1.15E+00 1.37E-01 128E413 6.99E-05 1.18E401
2.75 3.33E-03 1.70E4H 8.03E+00 8.60E-0I 9J2E-02 835E-04 429E-05 9.15E+00
3 3.17EX13 1.46E4H 638E+00 6J9E4H 6.84E-02 5.68E4)4 2.74E-05 7.26E+00
3.25 2.98E^3 1.245-01 5.01E+00 4.98E4H 4.83E4)2 3.79E-04 1.72E4)5 5.68E+00
3.5 ^2.795-03 1.05E4H 3.91E400 3.73E4H 339E-02 2.52E-04 1.07E-05 4.42E400
3.75 2.63E-03 8.93E4)2 3.10E+00 2.86E-01 2.44E4)2 1.72E-04 6.92E-06 3.50E+00
Figure 2 also shows the relative concentration of curium isotopes as a function of 
enrichment in bar graph jkrmat.
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Figure 2 Change in Concentration with Change in Enrichment
tsotopic 
Cooceotration 
(g/MTIHM) 4
3.75%
3.50%
25%
0 0 %InitialFuel
Enncbment
Cnnmnisoüq*
2.50%
The Auction o f curium that is Assionable, mostly ^^Cm, reduces 6om 9.7% of the curium 
content to 8.2% with increasing enrichment. ^^Cm, however, the isotope most 
responsible 6)r the heat generation within curium, increases from 0.03% to 0.075% o f the 
total curium concentration.
Decay Time
Table 3 Change in Concentration with Change in Decay Time
Age
(years)
Curium Isotope (g/MTIHM)
Total242 243 244 245 246 247 248
10 3.40E-03 2J23E-01 1J25E+01 5.91E-01 5.98E-02 4.84E-04 228E-05 1J4E+01
30 3.10E-03 1.37E-01 5.80E+00 5.90E-01 5.96E4)2 4.84E-04 2J28E4)5 6.59E+00
50 2.83E-03 8.44E-02 2.68E+00 5.89E-01 5.94E-02 4.84E-04 2.28E4)5 3.42E+00
100 225E4)3 2.50E412 3.98E411 5.87E4)! 5.90E412 4.84E-04 2J28E4)5 1.07E+00
1000 3.72E-05 7.80E-12 3.79E-13 5.46E-01 5.17E412 4.84E4I4 2J28E-05 5.98E-01
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These values can be seen in bar graph 6)rm 6 r  easier interpretation in Figure 3.
Figure 3 Change in Concentration with Change in Age of Fuel
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Isotopic
Conceobatioa
(g/MTIHM)
Carinm Isotcq* 247 248
1000 years 
100 years 
50 years 
30 years Age of 
10 years PW
The total concentration of curiuni decreases by 95% as the Aiel ages 6om 10 to 1000 
years. According to RADDB, the ^^Cm concentration remains steady over 1000 years. 
In 6ct, the ̂ ^Cm concentration relative to the total curium concentration increases Aom 
4% at 10 years to 91% at 1000 years. ^C m , however, reduces Arom 93% o f the total 
curium concentration at 10 years to 6.3E-11% at 1000 years.
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APPENDIX IV
IS
O
o
o
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
IS
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
CM
SAMPLE RADDB OUTPUT FILE
LWR Radiological DATABASE GRAMS BY ISOTOPE 
REACTOR TYPE & BURNUP: PWR 50000
ENRICHMENT: 4.26%
DECAY TIME: 10 YEARS
DATA SENSITIVITY : A ll Isotopes greater than database cutofl
OTOPE GRAMS/MTIHM
16 1.34E+05 9.33%
17 5.44E+01
18 3.09E402
241 6.64E402
242 3.54E-05
%TOTAL
242M 2.96E+00
0.00%
0.02%
0.05%
0.00%
0.00%
0.01%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
243 2.02E402
244 1.06E-16
241 5.68E-37
242 7.17E-03
243 7.70E-01
244 6.70E+01
245 5.09E+00
246 7.86E-01
247 1.14E-02
248 9.29E-04 
OTOPE W ATTS/MTIHM
241 7.57E+01 3.93%
242 3.25E-02 0.00%
242M 1.14E-02 0.00%
243 1.30E+00 0.07%
244 7.09E-13 0.00%
241 3.52E-35 0.00%
242 8.74E-01 0.05%
243 1.46E+00 0.08%
244 1.90E+02 9.85%
245 2.90E-02 0.00%
246 7.91E-03 0.00%
247 3.37E-08 0.00%
248 4.92E-07 0.00%
%TOTAL
70
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APPENDIX V
SAMPLE SCALE4.4a INPUT AND OUTPUT FILE
D>IPUT:
=csas25
CM
44groupndf5 infbommedium
arbmair 0.01229 2 0 0 0 7014 78.0 8016 22.0 1 1.0. end
aibmcm 13.5 6 0 0 0 96242 0.01 96243 1.05 96244 90.95
96245 6.91 96246 1.07 96247 0.02 2 Lend
eM conq] 
read geom
9
unit 1 
conr='cyr
cylinder 2 1 4 40 -40 origin 00 0
cuboid I 1 200 -200 200 -200 200 -200
end geom 
end data 
end
The SCALE4.4a output Ale is very large, there&re, only the valuable sections of the Ale 
wiU be shown. The problem parameters w ill be shown as well as the derivation of the keg 
and uncertainty values.
71
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CD
■ D
OQ.C
gQ.
■DCD
C/)
o'3
O
8
(O'
3.3"CD
CDT3
OQ.Ca
o3
T3
O
CDQ.
T3CD
(/)(/)
primary module a c c e s s  and in p u t  record  ( s c a l e  d r iv e r  
module csasZS w i l l  be c a l l e d  
CM
44groupndf5 infbommedium
0.0 12 29  2 0 0 0 7014 78
1 3 .5  6 0 0 0 96242 0 .0 1
96245 6 .91
9 7 /1 2 /2 9  -  04 :0 4 :4 4  )
arbmair
arbmcm
8016 2 2 . 
96243 1 .0 5
96246 1
1 1 , 
96244
07
0 . end 
90 .95  
96247 0. 02 2 1 . end
end comp 
read geom
u n i t  1
com='cyl' 
cylinder 
cuboid  
end geom
end data
2 1
1 1
4 40 -4 0  origin 00 0 
200  -2 0 0  200  -2 0 0  200  -2 0 0
secon dary  module 0 O0 OO8 has been c a l l e d ,  
module 0 O0 OO8 i s  f i n i s h e d ,  co m p le t io n  code
second ary  module 0O0 O02 has been c a l l e d .
module 0 O0 OO2 i s  f i n i s h e d ,  co m p le t io n  code
secondary  module o0o009 has been c a l l e d .
module o0o009 i s  f i n i s h e d ,  co m p le t ion  code
module c sa s2 5  i s  f i n i s h e d ,  conqpletion code
0 . cpu time used
0 . cpu time used
0 .44  ( s e c o n d s ) ,
1 .2 1  (seconds)
0 . cpu time used  36 .91  (seconds)
0. cpu tim e used  39 .11  ( s e c o n d s ) ,
CC CC CC CC CCC s s s s s s s s s s s aaaaaaaaa sssssssssss 22222222222 5555555555555
ccccccccccccc 3SSSSSSSSSSSS aaaaaaaaaaa sssssssssssss 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 5555555555555
GC CC ss ss aa aa ss ss 2 2  2 2 55
cc 5 3 aa aa ss 2 2 55
CC 8S aa aa ss 2 2 55
cc SSSSS3SS3SSS aaaaaaaaaaaaa ssssssssssss 2 2 555555555555
cc ssssssssssss aaaaaaaaaaaaa ssssssssssss 2 2 5555555555555
cc ss aa aa ss 2 2 55
cc ss aa aa S 3 2 2 55
cc cc ss ss aa aa ss ss 2 2 55 55
ccccccccccccc sssssssssssss aa aa sssssssssssss 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 5555555555555
ccccccccccc sssssssssss aa aa sssssssssss 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 55555555555
c c c c c c c c c c c
8 S S 8 S 3 3 S B 3 S CCCCCCCCCCC aasasâsââ 11 e e e e e e e e e e e e e pppppppppppp
CDTD
OQ.
C
8Q.
TD
CD
(/)
o'3
O
8
5
S'3"
i
3
CD
3.
3"
CD
CD"O
OQ.
O
3
TD
O
CDQ.
"O
CD
S S S S S S S S S S S S S C C CC CC CC CCC CC aaaaaaaaaaa 11 eeeeeeeeeeeee
3
C/)
o'
ccccccccccccc
cc
ppppppppppppp
cc
ccccccccccccc
c c c c c c c c c c c
33333333333
3333333333333
33
33
33
333
333
33
33
33
3333333333333
33333333333
ss S3 cc cc aa aa 11 ee PP PP cc
88 cc aa aa 11 ee PP PP cc
SS cc aa aa 11 ee PP PP cc
SSSSSSSSSSSS cc aaaaaaaaaaaaa 11 e e e e e e e e e ----------------------------------------------- PPPPPPPPPPPPP cc
s s s s s s s s s s s s cc aaaaaaaaaaaaa 11 e e e e e e e e e -----------------  _ PPPPPPPPPPPP cc
ss cc aa aa 11 ee PP cc
ss cc aa aa 11 ee PP cc
ss 38 cc cc aa aa 11 ee PP cc
s s s s s s s s s s s s s ccccccccccccc aa aa 1111111111111 e e e e e e e e e e e e e PP
s s s s s s s s s s s ccccccccccc aa aa 1111111111111 eeeeeeeeeeeee PP
0000000 99999999999 / / 22222222222 99999999999 / / ooooooo
000000000 9999999999999 / / 2222222222222 9999999999999 / / 000000000
00 00 99 99 / / 22 22 99 99 / / 00 00 33
00 00 99 99 / / 22 99 99 / / 00 00
00 00 99 99 / / 22 99 99 / / 00 00
00 00 9999999999999 / / 22 9999999999999 / / 00 00
00 00 999999999999 / / 22 999999999999 / / 00 00
00 00 99 / / 22 99 / / 00 00
00 00 99 / / 22 99 / / 00 00
00 00 99 / / 22 99 / / 00 00 33
000000000 9999999999999 / / 2222222222222 9999999999999 / / 000000000
0000000 999999999999 / / 2222222222222 999999999999 / / ooooooo
W
CD
■ D
OQ.
C
8Q.
■D
CD
C/)
C/)
*****
program v e r i f i c a t i o n  in fo rm a t io n
8
ci'
code system : scale-pc version: 4.4a
3.
3"
CD
*****
CD"O
OQ.
C
aO
program: osas
creation date: 11-18-99
"O
o
CDQ.
library: C:\scale4.4a\bin
■D
CD
***** production code: csas
c/)
c/) version: 4.4.0
jobname: scale-pc
CD
■ D
O
Q .
C
8
Q .
■D
CD
C/)
C/)
8
machine name; COMPUTER
date of execution; 29 sep  2003
^  ***** time of execution: 15:53:32.31
3. * * * * *
C O
3 "  * * * * *
Q  *****
 ̂ *****
 ̂ *****
c
ÿr IT 7T 7t X -Jt TÎ
**** problem param eters ****
CD
" O  lib 44groupndf5 library
mxx 2 mixtures
c  msc 2 composition specifications
Û  izm 1 material zones
o ge infhoinniediiim geometry
_  more 0 0 /1  do n o t  r ea d /re a d  o p t i o n a l  parameter d ata
o
  ************************************************************************************************************************
(5
main 0 fuel solutions
**** problem composition description ****
0; sc arbmair standard composition
g" mx 1 mixture no.
c  vf 1.0000 volume fraction
7 3  roth 0.0123 specified density
^ nel 2 no. elements
3 icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound
w temp 0.0 deg kelvin
7014 7 8 .0 0 0  wt%
8016 2 2 .0 0 0  wt»
end
sc arbmcm standard composition
mx 2 m ixtu re  no.
v f  1 .0000  volume f r a c t i o n
r o th  1 3 .5000  s p e c i f i e d  d e n s i t y
n e l  6 no. e lem en ts  -.jLA
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icp 0 0/1 mixture/compound
96242
96243
96244
96245
96246
96247
0. 010 wt%
1.,050 wt%
90,,950 wt%
6,,910 wt%
1..070 wt%
0,,020 wt%
end
* * *
* * *
***
***
***
*******
*******
***
***
***
***
* * *
***
***
**** problem geometry ****
**** infinite homogeneous medium ****
mfuel 1 mixture no. of the infinite homogeneous medium
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
*** *** 
********************************************************************************************************************
********** data library information **********
data set name
C :\ s c a l e 4 . 4 a \d a t a \ f t 8 9 f 0 0 1  
C:\ s c a l e 4 . 4 a \ d a t a \ f t 8 3 f 0 0 1  
C: \ s c a l e 4 . 4 a \ t m p d i r \ f t l l f 001
C:\scale4.4a\tmpdir\ft90f001
volume
name
* * * 
*** 
***
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
***
******************************************************************* 
r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
***
u n i t
number
89 
83 
11
90
u n i t  f u n c t io n
standard  co m p o s it io n  l i b r a r y  
c r o s s  s e c t i o n  l i b r a r y  
sh o r t  c r o s s  s e c t i o n  l i b r a r y  
in p u t  d a ta  d i r e c t  a c c e s s
standard com p o s it io n  library data
unit number 
d a t a s e t  name 
library t i t l e
89
C:\scale4. 4 a \ d a t a \ f t 8 9 f 0 0 1
s c a l e - 4  s tandard  c o m p o s it ion  l i b r a r y  
648 s tandard  c o m p o s it io n s ,  4 90 n u c l id e s
* * * 
*** 
***
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90 elements with variable isotopic distrbutions. 
c r e a t i o n  d a te :  1 1 /1 2 /9 9
cross section library data
unit number : 83
d a t a s e t  name : C : \ s c a l e 4 . 4 a \ d a t a \ f t 8 3 f 0 0 1
l i b r a r y  t i t l e :  s c a l e  -  44 neu tron  group l i b r a r y  b ased  on e n d f-b  v e r s i o n  5 data
collapsed w ith  a light water reactor cell flux spectrum from 238 groups
compiled for nrc 9 /0 1 /9 4
l a s t  updated 7 /2 9 /9 9
m .d .d e h a r t  & l . m . p e t r i e  n u c le a r  eng. a p p l .  -  cped -  o rn l
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * f * * * * *  *
0 io's were used before reading keno v data
0 io's were used read in g  th e  keno v parameter data
CDQ.
T3
CD
(/)(/)
*************** data reading completed ***************
.................  0 io's were used preparing the keno v  input data
 ..........  0 io's were used loading the keno v  data ............
........  0 io's were used loading the data .........
.................  0 i o 's were used checking the keno v  geometry data
***** restart data has been written on unit 95 *****
.................  0 io's were used writing the keno v  - csas data
.............  0 io's were used processing csas input data . . . .
c o n t r o l  module c sa s25  i s  com p le te .
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plot of average k-effective by generation skipped, 
the line represents k-eff == 0.8510 t or - 0,0021 which occurs for
0 .8472
5 +
10
15
20
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I *
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4 generations skipped,
0,8818
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0 .8194
0 .8 32 0
0 .8447
0 .8573
0 .8700
0 .8 8 26
0 .8953
0 .9079
0 .9206
0 .9332
0 .9459
t o O ,  
t o O ,  
t o O ,  
t o O ,  
t o O ,  
t o O ,  
to 0 
t o  0 
to 0 
to 0, 
t o O ,
8320
8447
8573
8700
8953
9079
9206
9332
9459
9585
**********************
******************************************
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*******************************
************************
**********
*******
*******
frequency for generations 54 to 203
3.
3"
CD
CD■D
OQ.C
a
o
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O
0 7688 t o 0 7814
0 7814 to 0 7941
0 7941 to 0 8067 *********
0 8067 to 0 8194 **********
0 8194 to 0 8320 ******************
0 8320 t o 0 8447 ******************************
0 8447 to 0 8573 **********************
0 8573 to 0 8700 ***********************
0 8700 to 0 8826 ******************
0 8826 t o 0 8953 ******
0 8953 t o 0 9079 ****
0 9079 t o 0 9206 * * * *
0 9206 to 0 9332
0 9332 t o 0 9459
0 9459 t o 0 9585
CDQ.
■D
CD
C/)
C/)
frequency for generations 104 to 203
0.7688 to 0 .7814 *
0.7814 to 0 .7941 *
0 .7941 to 0 .8067 ********
0 .8067 to 0 .8194 *****
0 .8194 to 0 .8 32 0 ***********
0 .8 32 0 to 0 .84 47 ***************************
0 .8447 to 0 .8573 ************
0 .8573 to 0 .8700 **************
0 .8700 t o 0 .8 8 2 6 ********
0 .8 82 6 to 0 .8953 *****
0 .8 95 3 t o 0 .9 07 9 ****
0 .9 07 9 t o 0 .9 20 6
0 .9206 t o 0 .9332
0 .9332 t o 0 .9 45 9
0 .9459 t o 0 .9585
CD
■ D
O
Q .
C
g
Q .
T3
(D
M 0 .7688  t o  0 .7814  *
§  0 .7 8 14  t o  0 .7941
O 0 .7941  t o  0 .8 0 6 7  ****
— 0 .8 06 7  t o  0 .8194  ***
3" 0 .8194  t o  0 .83 20  *****
_  0 .8 3 20  t o  0 .8447  ***********
O 0 .84 47  t o  0 .8 57 3  *****
0 .8 57 3  t o  0 .8 70 0  ******
CQ
frequency for generations 154 to  203
0 .8 70 0  to  0 .8 8 2 6  ****
0 .8 8 2 6  t o  0 .8 9 5 3  *****
O 0 .89 53  t o  0 .9 0 7 9  ***
g  0 .9 0 7 9  t o  0 .9 2 0 6  **
m 0 .9 2 0 6  t o  0 .9332
0 .9 33 2  t o  0 .9459  
-n 0 .9 4 5 9  t o  0 .9585  *
c
CD
^ congratulations ! you have successfully traversed the perilous path through keno v in 0.61150 minutes
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APPENDIX V I
GRAPHICAL RESULTS OF SPHERE FOR CRITICALITY ANALYSIS
Figure 1 Radius vs k*g for Cm Metal Sphere
(NOTE: SoHd line represents in water, dotted line represents in air.)
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Figure 2 Mass vs kgg &)r Cm Metal Sphere
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Figure 3 Mass vs k«g 6 r  CmzOg Sphere
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Figure 4 RacUusi/s k«frfbr (]rnz( ) 3  S)]hane
(NOTE: Solid line represents in water, dotted line represents in air.)
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10
Figure 5 Radius vs k*g6)r Ai% 0 3  Sphere
(NOTE: Solid line represents in water, dotted line represents in air.)
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Figure 6 Mass vs kefp Sir An^O) Sphere
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Figure 7 Radius vs kgg Sir CnbOg/An^Oa Mixture
(NOTE: Solid line represents in water, dotted line represents in air.)
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